SAVE AMERICAN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY JOBS HAS
COLLECTED VARIOUS HEART BREAKING POSTS FROM
VARIOUS MEDIA THAT IS PROOF POSITIVE THAT THE GUEST
VISA SYSTEM IS DEVASTING LIVES. THE H-1B HORROR
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STORIES AND CONVERSATIONS ARE APART OF A PERMANENT
RECORD TO SHOWCASE THE LIFE EVENTS OF H1B VISA JOB
DISPLACEMENT; UNLIKE VARIOUS NEWS ORGANIZATIONS IN
WHICH PASSIONATE COMMENTS AND THESE LIFE CHANGING
EVENTS ARE RECORDED ONE DAY, FOR ONE WEEK, AND
THEN FORGOTTEN. WE WILL NOT FORGET. SO LET THE TRUTH
BE TOLD AND PLACED IN STONE.

Comments and Stories from Media article, “Backlash stirs in US against foreign
worker visas” Associated Press By LAURA WIDES-MUNOZ and PAUL WISEMAN July 6, 2014 10:57 AM
Visit us @ https://www.facebook.com/SaveAmericanITJobs
______________________________________________
Visakhapatnam, India signed on Aug 22, 2014.
Most of them are dragged by money not passion.But the problem is with
Capitalistic mind set of people around the globe.
______________________________________________
Wilmington, DE signed on Aug 23, 2014.
No viable STEM employees in the U.S.? A FALLACY! Corporations don't want to
pay US-quality salaries, so they create this canard to justify the H1B policy. If
STEM education in the US was on the down slide, why would so many Chinese,
Indian and Saudi students be coming to America to attend university?!?!
______________________________________________
Canton, MI signed on Aug 23, 2014.
Lost a good job to H1B workers. They had to heir two to replace me and teach
them about the company, the way they do business, and the job I did. How
did the company save money? They also lost on the time it took to bring them
up to speed. They are likely to loose again when they leave.
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______________________________________________

DOUBLE E AND STILL RIDING THE PAIN TRAIN
I am a 49 year old Electrical Engineer with a masters in Microprocessor design I
am fluent in C, C++, Java and can program in Android, PC, and Unix
environment. I am constantly learning new skills and languages to keep up and
I enjoy doing so. It is still hard to find jobs. Do not give away the few jobs still
available to what amounts to an indentured servant. Drive UP wages for a
change and make the world a better place for everyone. Corporations make
enough profit. Time for them to share record profits with the people that make
it all happen - The employees
______________________________________________
Pittsburgh, PA signed on Aug 24, 2014.
I've seen too many US citizens, myself included, be turned away by
corporations in favor of hiring H1B holders. This program needs re-structuring
badly!
______________________________________________
Lake Carmel, NY signed on Aug 25, 2014.
Approximately a century ago my grandfather immigrated to the US from Italy,
he had no “sponsorship”, he had very little money, and he struggled to make a
life here. He was certainly not a wealthy man but he learned a trade and
provided for his family. I never met the man since he died a decade before I
was born. My father also learned a trade, he was born here in the US, and he
fought in WW II. I am the son of a son of an immigrant. Both my father and my
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grandfather were better men then I; they accomplished things I can only
marvel at. Because of them I was the first person in my family to obtain both an
undergraduate and a graduate college degree. Because of them I can work
as a manager in the field I love and enjoy a lifestyle they only dreamed of.
Because of their sacrifices I live in the best country in the entire world. I point
this out because I am sympathetic to the struggle of people that want
something better for their family and for themselves and want to take that
chance here in the US. I support immigration however I do not support inviting
foreign workers into the US to take jobs that could go to the skilled unemployed
labor already in the US legally. The use of sponsored foreign workers to drive
down the cost of technology labor so that the wealthy elite can increase their
profits is both morally wrong and presents a significant risk to the United States
economy. This really amounts to class warfare on both the middle class and
the poor because it has essentially eliminated an entire group of fields that
provide technology related (STEM) jobs. This country was founded on
immigration however sponsored labor is not real immigration. As I approach my
mid-40s and look back I realize that IT wages have not kept up with other fields.
I also realize that offshoring and the importation of sponsored technology labor
have placed the sensitive data of countless US companies in the hands of
foreign nationals and eliminated the technology brain-trust America needs to
truly be competitive. As for myself, while I enjoy my career I can certainly say
that I do not look forward to the future since wage stagnation meant that I
could not afford to have a family or plan well for retirement.
______________________________________________
Madison, AL signed on Aug 25, 2014.
Lost my job in 2008 because of outsourcing.
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THE SHORTAGE OF WORKERS LIE
The fact that says it all is that if there was a shortage of workers, pay would be
going up. It isn't. It is a complete lie that there is a shortage, and the fact that
the Gxxxxx/Axxxxx agreement not to hire each others employee's just helps
prove that. The only shortage is in cheap labor that is taking the jobs of people
already qualified to do the work. It reminds me of a company that was
complaining that it couldn't find anybody to take it's position that required a
doctorate in physics, or a masters in math at something like $60k a year. The
employment firm interviewed laughed at it and said people with those
degrees start at higher salaries than that, which is why they needed to bring in
foreign workers, because they were the only ones the cheapskate firm could
get to do the job.
______________________________________________
Dallas, TX signed this petition on Aug 26, 2014.
Not sure how much this click of the button "Sign the petition" matters . But i am
doing my job.....hoping to see some change”
______________________________________________
Hey You Guys
My friends brother in law worked in IT for years. He was making well over
$80,000 a year. He was laid off and it took him over 2 years to find another job
and it was out of state (he lived in Las Vegas). He worked from home. He was
laid off once again and this time he didn't have his savings to fall back on. He
now works at Walmart because she can't find anything else.
People celebrate when the unemployment rate does gown however how
many of those who are employed is like my friends brother in law? Technically,
he is employed however he is making $18,408 a year @ $8.85 an hour when he
was making over $80,000 a year.
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GOING TO SCHOOL TO GET A JOB GETTING SCREWED
I've been working in IT for a decade now, all through college and beyond. I
have an degree in Computer Science. When I joined the workforce during my
college years i took for granted a work environment, which due to the nature
of the work couldn't hire H1B's. After graduating I moved on to work for a large
American corp that hired H1B's. Big mistake. Thinking that it was only an issue
with that particular company i moved on to the next... and on to the next,
same thing. Companies that hire H1B's en mass have dismal, depressing, work
environments for software engineers. I'm actually quitting my job and an
engineer and plan working in the service industry while attending law school. I
love computer science and software engineering, but you couldn't pay me
enough to work in such sub standard work environments with foreign visa
workers who are largely under skilled. As racist as that statement can seem, its
not coming for a place of hate or dislike for a race, its coming from a place of
utter disgust with how large American companies treat highly skilled American
workers to the point where they would rather go wait tables than spend
another hour in such work environments. So many of my colleagues in IT are
fleeing the industry for the same reasons as me. Good job Microsoft and big IT hope you are all happy with yourselves.
______________________________________________
Anonymous
It seems that these companies want us to buy their goods and services at
astronomical rates but find every reason imaginable to deny jobs to
Americans. Even some of our well-known television sharks argue with potential
entrepreneurs who want to put Americans back to work and instead advocate
for them to send their products overseas to be made. Now that people are
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balking at that, these companies are attempting to bring low wage workers
over to America.
We have college students in America who graduate every year with the skills
needed to do the jobs here in America and we have older workers who have
upgraded their skills also and are ready to do the job.
We can no longer except this mantra from American companies about how
there are not enough skill workers in the USA. Why are families spending
thousands of dollars to send their children to colleges if these students are not
coming out with the skills needed for these American companies?
It is all about money as companies use every tactic in the book to keep wages
low, reduce paying benefits to short and long-term employees. Yet, at the
same time companies attempt to get more and more tax breaks from local
and federal government and market Americans to buy their poor quality
products.
We should allow some foreign workers to work in America just as many
Americans work overseas. What we need to stop is what seems to be covert
discrimination against American workers who don't even hear about job
openings or allowed to negotiate salaries to get a job.
______________________________________________
Venkat
While at it, add some penalties to US companies that play the game. I've seen
multiple rounds of layoffs in my former company with a note "position is
eliminated" It seems like they are getting rid of experienced people (of course
higher salary) and giving the job to outsourcing company.
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21ST CENTURY PATRIOTISM
Those in high management positions in US Corporations have NO Patriotism
about them. They can see only the need for their Company's profits to grow
and feeding their shareholders enough to keep them on board. American
Workers? Humph. They are now seen as too expensive window dressing, to be
hired only when need to cover up the lack of American Patriotism the
company owns. To hire a foreigner instead of an American, is a clear seen
Social Treason and it should be severely punished by Government and the
American People.
______________________________________________
Denisd
It's a simple numbers game. any tech company can hire many more IT
programmers from developing countries at the same price as 1 US IT
programmer - so they do it.
When I was an IT pro I saw the writing on the wall. First they were bringing in
people from elsewhere, then the Internet became so dependable that they
didn't bother bringing them in. They just left them in their own countries and
farmed the work out. Why all of a sudden the need to bring them back here
again on H1-B? The boss doesn't want to travel now and then to manage
them?
Benching was one trick that was used. The other is unrealistic job requirements.
When the req can't be met by someone here why then of course the company
had to look elsewhere?
The companies can be sued but it simply will not stop the influx of cheap labor.
I'm just confused with why they can't do their work over the internet. Is there
that much 'hands on' stuff that needs to be done?
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HOW OLD ARE YOU?
Age discrimination - I saw in an article - supposedly because they may not
have up to date skills. The companies don’t even give a chance to see if those
older workers have the up to date skills or not. There was a position where there
were multiple calls for the same job over many months where the skills were a
perfect fit and the person was interested but did not go any further than the
initial call. Not even a phone interview once they saw the age. This person is an
older US citizen that is and has always been fully employed without a break
where the recruiters had reached out. As far as I know, that company still has
not filled that position.
______________________________________________
USA First
The H-1B visa increase has been a continual mantra of the high tech
companies with Congressional hearings for the huge political contributors like
Gates and others that claim that they can't fill their job needs without overseas
workers. They failed to mention the issue above where US workers are
displaced by the immigrant for much lower wages. There are thousands of US
workers that could fill the jobs if the companies weren't undercutting the pay of
the US employees.
The article is about high tech workers but is exactly why the millions of low
skilled illegals are pouring into our country. The employers refuse to pay decent
wages for construction, hotel, restaurant and even farm work. As a bonus for
the employers hiring illegals, the employer doesn't pay FICA/Medicare, workers
comprehensive, overtime or income taxes for the employee and keeps the
profit for him or herself.
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The Democrats all claim to be in favor of the working man in the US but support
the H-1B (probably due to the political contributions) and do nothing to stop
the hiring and employment of illegals except propose the adoption of
Obama/Senate (Amnesty) immigration bill.
______________________________________________
Mulegino1
It's very simple: cheapening the American wage and destroying the careers of
one's compatriots by the importation of cheap labor when there is massive
unemployment is nothing less than economic treason and should be dealt with
accordingly.
There is a simple principle that most Americans fail to understand, schooled as
they are in the "rah rah" mode of trickle down, free trade and the panaceas of
globalism and privatization- the economics of mass destruction: the American
people do not exist to serve the economy, global or otherwise; the economy
exists to serve the interests of the American people and nation.
The suicide of our interests to satiate so called "market forces" or international
financial parasites should never be an option.

______________________________________________
BuffaloGuy
The H-1B program is nothing but a scam by companies to cut wages by hiring
foreign workers. It is shameful that it is allowed to happen to American workers.
Time to end the program and let companies hire Americans instead.
By the way, do you realize that all sorts of personal information resides in
computers overseas? So most of your banking information is not in the US but in
countries like India instead. No wonder so many security breaches happen
every year.
______________________________________________
Makes_Sense
The US government has been back-humping it's own citizens for years. Allowing
in-shoring and off-shoring of foreign workers to take the place of American
workers to benefit business bottom line. Business bribes the US government to
get what it wants. The US government lies about work visas, which require US
workers are not available for the jobs, but many times a US worker is training
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their replacements... What does that say? The lawsuit is justified against the
employer, and if possible against the US government for not enforcing it's own
rules.... but what's new? Hard to win, hard to prove. The US government does
not represent it's own people. There are multitudes of workers from India in the
US now, and growing. Do they have more skills then the US citizens? Not at all. If
you base it on communications skills their are simply not qualified. Have you
tried to talk to India support? You might as well talk to the wall. It's about the
money.

A KILLER NAMED H1B VISA
H-1B visa is a killer to American jobs. However, there is bigger killer, the Green
Card Lottery System. Multi-national corporations (which used to be American)
are using a loophole in the system to import more "skilled workers". They are
pushing their employees overseas to participate in the lottery. Those who
manage to win are rewarded with job in the US at salaries/wages that are 3
times bellow what an American gets. IBM is a a "champion" at this type of
crime against American workers. IBM should be investigated and punished for
manipulating the system and killing American jobs. They are pushing Americans
to commit "suicide" passing their job to foreigners in exchange of being led off
rather than fired.
______________________________________________
Mike
The H1 problem is not just about money. There is also discrimination going on
against U.S. workers. Usually during job interviews it is Indian workers doing the
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interview. U.S. applicants are interviewed much harsher than Indian applicants
to weed them out just as pure discrimination. There are 2 reasons for this. 1) The
Indian interviewers prefer not have U.S. workers in their teams for cultural
reasons. The feel they can't get along culturally with U.S. workers but they also
fear that U.S. workers can relate culturally better with their American bosses
and undermine their authority. 2) Kick backs. Oh yes. I've see this a lot in
government contracts. Many Indian interviewers actually have their own
separate companies loaded with H1 applicants. So when they hire for a
government contracts their are actually hiring their own employees. It is all
under the covers off course.
Same Old Story Same Result (SOSSR)
______________________________________________
Darlene
The H-1b visa cap is a LIE!!! 2010 the so-called cap was 65,000, but over 398,000
visas were granted because of "exceptions" & the "consulates" granting visas.
That's over 6 times the so-called cap. At that rate, a cap of 180,000 could easily
result in over 1,1 million PER YEAR with EXPEDITED VISAS. In 3 year's time with
over 3 million H-1b visas allowed, just exactly how many native born Americans
do you think will be able to find, get or keep ANY hi-tech job? Not only that,
but read National Geographic’s February 2014 issue article about what "guest
workers" do with the money they make. The article is actually about the Saudi
Arabian guest worker situation. Just like the Mexicans & other "guest workers"
that come here, most of the money they make goes back to their country of
origination. It supports their country, NOT OUR ECONOMY. Our congressmen
(both D & R) are very short-sighted, they can't think or see beyond their OWN
POCKETS to what these policies are actually doing to our country, our
economy or our people. Our congress with these policies are sentencing the
American people to low level, low pay, service type jobs. I tried to speak to
one of the "gang of eight" that created this immigration bill which included
raising the H-1b cap to 180,000. I was told by their clerk who answered the
phone that the H-1b visa needs are a matter of "intelligence". It seems
according to our congressmen & every HR person who claims they can't find
"good quality candidates", the American workforce is not educated or skilled
enough to do the hi-tech work. This was stated by Alan Greenspan a number
of years ago when he was asked why so much work is going overseas. And
they are all using it to justify this travesty against the American people.
______________________________________________
Me
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Folks, the statistics show less than 40% of hi tech students who graduate every
year get hired immediately in the hi tech field, the rest have to scramble until
something else come up, what American company claiming shortage of hi
tech people is absolutely lie, it's all about greed and paying bottom dollars, this
is about maximizing their profit and pleasing their shareholders.

THREE YEARS LEFT...I HOPE
I am an American IT professional with 30 years experience. I am at work right
now and I can tell you this.....I am literally surrounded by foreigners. I have
many conference calls during the day. Most times I cannot understand what
these people are saying. It is not just me either. When I started out years ago
companies provided training. My first two years in IT were not productive. My
company was investing in me. Now days, if a skill is needed, we just pull
someone from across the pond. Hope I can retire within the next 3 years.
______________________________________________
Anonymous
If your Senator or Congressman vote to increase the H1-B program or to allow
more of these foreign workers into the United Sates to take more of our jobs
then please vote them out. This has been going on for so long. In the early
2000’s at AMD we had employees that had to train their Indian replacements
and then those that did the training where let go. The Indian replacements
never could reach the same level of productivity. The error rate tripled and
quality of the software they developed was non-existent. It is a huge spin that
Infosys and other Indian companies have been doing for year that there is a
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“High Skilled” worker shortage in the US. #$%$! The only shortage we have is
low paid Indian workers from a #$%$ hole country taking all of our jobs in their
mind. Vote out any politician that supports this.
______________________________________________
Anonymous
H-1B visa is a killer to American jobs. However, there is bigger killer, the Green
Card Lottery System. Multi-national corporations (which used to be American)
are using a loophole in the system to import more "skilled workers". They are
pushing their employees overseas to participate in the lottery. Those who
manage to win are rewarded with job in the US at salaries/wages that are 3
times bellow what an American gets. IBM is a a "champion" at this type of
crime against American workers. IBM should be investigated and punished for
manipulating the system and killing American jobs. They are pushing Americans
to commit "suicide" passing their job to foreigners in exchange of being led off
rather than fired. Go to Debuque's (IA) call center and see what IBM is doing...
______________________________________________
Albert
It’s mentioned in the article that there’s also an age bias because they may
not have up to date skills. The companies don’t even give a chance to see if
those older workers have the up to date skills or not. There was a position where
there were multiple calls for the same job over many months where the skills
were a perfect fit and the person was interested but did not go any further
than the initial call. Not even a phone interview once they saw the age. This
person is an older US citizen that is and has always been fully employed without
a break where the recruiters had reached out. As far as I know, that company
still has not filled that position.
______________________________________________
Jane
New Zealand protects its labor force. But the United States refuses to do that.
The main problem in the U.S. is that big corporations use campaign
contributions to make sure politicians continue to let them use cheap foreign
labor.
These companies also get tax breaks by funding political campaigns. But none
of these companies are required to hire American workers in exchange for the
tax breaks.
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The result is that corporate America pays almost nothing in taxes and
bankrupts the country by hiring people from India and China. The tax burden is
then shifted from corporations to ordinary Americans who are struggling to
survive.
To see how this corporate scam works, type the following into Google and
read the New York Times article that appears in the search results: "As
Companies Seek Tax Deals, Governments Pay High Price"

GETTING SCREWED BY THE MAN
The US government has been screwing it's own citizens for years. Allowing inshoring and off-shoring of foreign workers to take the place of American
workers to benefit business bottom line. Business bribes the US government to
get what it wants. The US government lies about work visas, which require US
workers are not available for the jobs, but many times a US worker is training
their replacements... What does that say? The lawsuit is justified against the
employer, and if possible against the US government for not enforcing it's own
rules.... but what's new? Hard to win, hard to prove. The US government does
not represent it's own people. There are multitudes of workers from India in the
US now, and growing. Do they have more skills then the US citizens? Not at all. If
you base it on communications skills their are simply not qualified. Have you
tried to talk to India support? You might as well talk to the wall. It's about the
money.
______________________________________________
kjatexas
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The American worker is being sold out by both political parties. The "shortage of
skilled workers", and "jobs Americans will not do", are untruths spoken by
politicians, to mask the real reasons for the flood of foreigners. Cheaper labor
for corporate America, is the real reason. Corporate America, has no
allegiance to the American worker, only to the bottom line. Is corporate
American going to pass the labor savings on, in the form of lower prices for
their services and goods? Probably not, but they will surely reward their top
executives with even bigger bonuses.
______________________________________________
John Doe
Those in high management positions in US Corporations have NO Patriotism
about them. They can see only the need for their Company's profits to grow
and feeding their shareholders enough to keep them on board. American
Workers? Humph. They are now seen as too expensive window dressing, to be
hired only when need to cover up the lack of American Patriotism the
company owns. To hire a foreigner instead of an American, is a clear seen
Social Treason and it should be severely punished by Government and the
American People.
______________________________________________
BuffaloGuy
The H-1B program is nothing but a scam by companies to cut wages by hiring
foreign workers. It is shameful that it is allowed to happen to American workers.
Time to end the program and let companies hire Americans instead.
By the way, do you realize that all sorts of personal information resides in
computers overseas? So most of your banking information is not in the US but in
countries like India instead. No wonder so many security breaches happen
every year.
______________________________________________
MoFromZo
These articles are not telling you nearly what is going on in the USA. Good
paying jobs between 40k and 80k per year are evaporating at an accelerating
pace. The destruction of American jobs is increasing not decreasing. These
numbers don't show up because the government counts a job as a job
regardless of how much it pays, hours worked or benefits. The big corporations
are outsourcing / insourcing, discontinuing product lines, consolidating or
whatever they can do to pad the bottom line. To add insult to injury the federal
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reserve comes along under the ruse to create jobs and floods the banks with
zero percent interest money which indeed the corporations turn around and
use to do more of what they're already doing. Just kiss your quality of life
goodbye because it won't be long and we'll all be living in rat shacks like they
do in these other 3rd world countries.

TAKE BACK AMERICA
Lets take back America. I work for a company that makes billions in profit. That
company is now moving jobs off shore because apparently billions in profit is
still not enough.
I have over 40 years in the business, and I am making less than I was 20 years
ago.
______________________________________________
I have degrees in chemistry and math and I have not been able to find a job in
my field due to excessive H1-B visas. I interviewed at a warehouse yesterday
and hope to unload trucks. The pay is better than a chemistry job thanks to
excessive H1-B visas! NO MORE H1-B VISAS until unemployment is below 3%!
Period!

Happy FB User
US firms keep doing this and the Government does nothing to protect their
citizens but both Germany and India have strict rules about hiring from out of
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the country. In Germany, our company had to hire 6 german citizens for every
one of our citizens we sent over tow work on the project. My husband's
company has to make a declaration that they will not visit more than 21 days
in a row while on a business trip to work with the very employees he supervises.
they have an office in India but are not allowed by the Government to be
there in country more than 21 days at a time. WOW, we are so not doing it
right.
______________________________________________
dAiRiShLyRiC
The biggest flaw of the H1-B process is the means by which an employer must
prove that there is a shortage of talent in the US. All the employer has to do is
place a classified ad for the position in question and then make justifications
why all of the respondents are not qualified. It's a sham, since interviews are
never actually conducted, callbacks never made and resumes by themselves
______________________________________________
Mike
Using data from the Census Bureau's American Community Survey, CIS
determined that there are more than 6 million native-born Americans with
degrees in STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) that
are either working in another field or not working at all. CIS further found that
more than 2 million immigrants in the U.S. with STEM degrees are either working
in another field or not working at all, hardly a sign that more are needed.
CIS also analyzed recent immigrant arrivals and found that from 2007 to 2012,
the U.S. admitted 700,000 new immigrants with STEM degrees, but the number
of STEM jobs in the United States only grew by 500,000.
The study went beyond just the number of jobs and available workers and
dove into wages for STEM workers. For most STEM jobs, wages rose only slightly
from 2000 to 2012. For example, a worker in the computer science field made
just under $83,000 in 2000, but only makes just under $86,000 in 2012 - that's an
increase of only 0.3% per year. It begs the question, if there's truly a high
demand for STEM workers, then why aren't wages rising at a faster rate?
______________________________________________
mojogrisgris
Please explain to me how you can say there is a shortage of people to do this
woman's job on one hand. While having her TRAIN someone else to do the
EXACT SAME JOB and then letting the woman that was working and trained
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the imported worker how to do the job gets fired? So there is somehow a
shortage yet these people show up without the ability to just take over the work
without being trained and the person that is a US citizen that already does the
job is out of work. It is ALL about the money. You can't say you lack qualified
people as you fire someone you just had train someone else!
______________________________________________
Sam
Indian high-tech degrees are questionable as any degree in India can be
bought with money. Anyone with the money can buy an Indian degree
certificate from any recognized Indian university. In addition, there are
numerous sweatshop universities issuing certificates to anyone with money.
Hiring these low cost Indians with spurious certificates is not going to do
America any good. They take away jobs and provide low quality work. It
usually takes H1B workers endless hours to fix simple problems/issues with no
guarantee they will never occur again. Projects that can be completed in 3
months take almost 18 months to complete.
______________________________________________
Alex
I interviewed with Intel as a senior HW engineer (I'm a US citizen). They gave me
a 20 question written test which they graded right in front of me. I got all 20
questions right. Then they gave me a verbal interview. The questions were easy,
all things I have done before but the interviewer got real nasty with me. I could
tell he was determined to fail me no matter what. The interview was fake, just
so they can report that they interviewed a certain number of US citizens and
they all failed.
It's about time people start noticing this. Ironically it's democratic lawmakers
that seem to be pushing for more and more H1B's.
______________________________________________
The USA just CANNOT take in the whole world, AND expect to remain the
leader of the free world.
For a nation that sent a man to the moon, you think we cannot fill our jobs with
our own citizens?
Lets put on notice every corporation that is promoting the myth "capital finds its
own place of highest return". Time to fire these misguided business leaders who
are hell bent on taking the easy route for accumulating riches for themselves the culture and well being of the locals be damned.
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We must necessarily encourage enterprises that are focused on our own
economy, and make sure that the wealth we help them generate stays here
and is not sent overseas. The rightful place for globalization is where we would
assist third world countries develop their own local economies using
knowledge/expertise transfer - everything else should be 'local first, global
later'.

THE WAGE GAME
The H-1B has been nothing but a way to game the wages of US IT workers by
flooding our shores with what is essentially indentured servants. They get paid
less, are stuck with their sponsoring company, and they can deport them, they
get less/no benefits, and they can be forced/encouraged to work long hours
without overtime pay. Little wonder employers want them; the bigger question
is why Americans stand for it.
The current H1-B program is class warfare where everyone loses except for the
super rich. Bill Gates is a liar and always has been. His charity now does not
make up for all the destruction and job loss he caused in his youth. I think
Obama is foolish for believing there is a shortage of high tech workers in this
country.
______________________________________________
King of Spades
H1B is the biggest curse that has befallen on our country. The liberal Clinton
began this mess by opening-up the flood gates. Prior to H1B it was the H1
which was highly selective and restrictive, but greed got the best of politicians
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and big business. I am a software veteran of over 40 years. I have experienced
1st hand how we have committed suicide by diluting America's IT work force.
In the 70's and 80's it was an honor to be an IT professional (in today's $'s, the
hourly rate then was about $250 for a programmer.) Today, IT means: it smells
of curry, its brown and laborious, cheap and comodotized and the least
professional. And they are here to stay - not only taking our jobs away, but
destroying our culture, way-of-life, and our decency. If we don't converge and
cease this Indian invasion, our way of life will be completely over within 10
years. The liberal but suicidal immigration policies must be reversed, H1B must
be ceased immediately
We want your H1B stories and conversations - your FB posts will become apart
of a permanent record to showcase the life events of H1B Visa job
displacement; unlike various news organizations in which passionate comments
and these life changing events are recorded one day, for one week, and then
forgotten.
______________________________________________
LadyJazzie
So when are the people of this country going to start electing people that will
stop all this #$%$..This is wrong just dead wrong..They need to stop allowing big
companies to pull this #$%$..Its time to take back this country. To listen to the
ones that are running for office. I have said all my life that it is big business that
runs this country..Its time to start paying the people that spend a lot of money
to go to college and pay them what they are worth..Its time to stop programs
like this H1-B ..Its time to send ppl back to their countries that come here
illegal..I just wish the ones that are being denied jobs will take to the office seen
and run for congress and all offices out there available..then we might see
some change in this #$%$..WAKE UP AMERICA take back this country..Tell big
business we wont take their #$%$ anymore..
______________________________________________
My LAST Dime
Facebook and Zuckerberg sucks. This country doesn't need more foreign labor
to take jobs that Americans can do. These companies don't want the expense
of training these new workers and want visas holders to work for free with the
promise of a job. Meanwhile our Colleges and Universities are crying for more
students and pay their presidents top dollar, such that students can't afford it.
Nobody wants to show the facts, they just want to push their own bag of #$%$.
______________________________________________
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DOGtoDOG
"Norm Matloff, a computer science professor at the University of California,
Davis, agreed that age plays into it — not because older workers are less skilled
but because they typically require higher pay. Temporary workers also tend to
be cheaper because they don't require long-term health care for dependents
and aren't around long enough to get significant raises, he said.
Because they can be deported if they lose their jobs, these employees are
often loath to complain about working conditions. And even half the standard
systems analyst salary in the U.S. is above what an H-1B holder would earn back
home."
The advantage of hiring a foreign worker. These companies are not breaking
any law.
1) Lower wage
2) No healthcare benefit expenditure and fines.
Just these 2 points would make you choose a temp. Then to have them work
hard and appreciates the job is priceless!
A business has to jumped through so many government regulations that hiring
a temp would alleviates those problems.
So we just let in thousands of "undocumented immigrants" who are just as
hungry, what do you think about yours and your children's job. But the bleeding
hearts are crying foul and argued that we should let them ALL IN. We are a
"rich" nation that can afford to take care of these children! Watching all these
border crashing without punishment, If I am an H-1B holder I am not leaving.
Our immigration law was not broken for many years until the politicians said it is.
Now the new loopholes is a big welcome sign for the world. The risk of the
journey is what the president emphasized for these people to stay home
instead of deportation. Who is he kidding !
______________________________________________
Duck27577
The company I work for recently posted a job opening for a front desk
administrative clerk. This position is so simple, a monkey could be trained to do
it.....it involves greeting visitors, scheduling conference rooms for meetings,
answering the phone, relaying phone calls, etc. The only simpler job I could
think of would be a Walmart Greeter. The past holder of this position left the
company because she was so bored at work she couldn't stay awake for 8
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hours. Even with internet access, the job is so mind-numbing, it wears the
person down. No one in the company dared to apply for the job, not even the
janitor. Yet we received over 400 applications for the job, many of which were
obviously from foreign origins. Some were willing to commute up to 100 miles
one way for the job. Many said they would take the job, any job, just to have a
job and get their foot in the door. To interview these applicants was
disheartening and depressing. Many had advanced degrees in several
disciplines, with significant experience. It shows you how far down this country
has sunk..........we are now approaching 3rd world status. I'm just glad I'm not a
recent college graduate out job hunting, with a big student loan to pay off.

LOST MY JOB
Lost my IT position last year after Warren Buffet bought the company. I'm now
having to do contract with no benefits and half the salary . No H1-B worker
works harder or has the dedication I have. So I say BS to the corporate request
for more visas.
______________________________________________
Ld
BRAVO!! This is one of the most egregious practices by corporate America that
keeps getting WORSE and is shoved under the carpet. It has impacted the
American worker on many levels. Being laid off and not being able to get
rehired is the biggest problem. The killing blow comes when your ex-employer
turns around and hires H1B visa employees to replace you. I was in middle
mgmt in "frontend operations" for many years. and saw the migration to this
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practice big time over the past 10 years (it started many years ago). The goal is
to maximize temp help at the lowest possible financial outlay. American
workers are laid off and foreign workers brought in at 30-50% less wages, no
benefits, no vacation, no insurance. The big corp are doing this on a large
scale. Between this practice and off-shoring mega-millions of jobs, middle class
has been thrown into a downward spiral and there's no light at the end of the
tunnel. The employees left in the workplace have to deal with extremely low
moral, extreme difficult communication issues and relationship issues....you will
notice 75% (my best guess) of H1B visa applicants /newly hired are primarily
men. That's a another discussion.
BRING BACK THE PRACTICE OF HIRING AMERICAN WORKERS. WE ARE SKILLED,
WE SPEAK ENGLISH AND WE KNOW HOW TO PROGRAM/DEVELOP WINDOW
APPS/PROVIDE TECH SUPPORT.
______________________________________________
PurpleHeart
State Street Investments in Irvine, CA had 3 buildings with over 200 employees 5
years ago. Then the trainees from India showed in groups of 50. State put them
up in extended living hotels and they took cab vans to work daily. As one
group completed training and returned to India a like number of American
workers were laid off and the process was repeated. Now State is down to half
a floor in one building and just a few American workers. I watched it happen.
My own company laid off 30 employees in accounting and IT and sent those
jobs to India. Our middle class is being sold out for cheap foreign labor.
______________________________________________
BABOO
I use to have a great job, now it is in Thailand. I use to have a nice house, now
the bank has it, I use to have a car, now I take the bus. I use to believe in
America, I no longer do. I have watched this once great nation brought to its
knees by a government that argues over the color of the sky and a President to
wrapped up in himself to care. The saddest part of all is that the American
people have sat back and watched this unfold for so long that they now just
accept it. We can not ever be a great nation again as long as we have
wealthy people, who will never understand what it is like to do without, in
charge. There is no shortage of high skilled workers in this country, what there is
a shortage of is people in the government who care. Our so called elected
officials will never go up against the big corporations that have put them in
office, and this my fellow Americans is what this nation has become. The
greedy rich are in charge of the world, the rest of us poor folk just live off their
crumbs.
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______________________________________________
AA
This discrimination against US workers is very common for the past several years.
All of us should write to our Senators and Congressman to stop such practices.
There are no shortages of workers in US. In Atlanta area there are at least 50
colleges/Universities that offer various degree courses in IT and Computer
Science, Georgia Tech is one of the best in US. One can imagine how many
such institutions are there throughout USA. THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NO NEED TO
BRING WORKERS FROM OVERSEAS ON H1B. Within no time these workers file for
permanent residence status on some special category and produce FASE
LABOR CLEARANCE CERTIFICATE. This is going on relentlessly for past 20 years.
THIS MUST BE STOPPED! US graduates have huge student loan to pay off. All our
CEO are traitors! They want cheap stuff from China and cheap services from
India. They are the real terrorists of middle class. Please write to your Senator
and Congressman about this discrimination.
______________________________________________

no name
I work for one of the fortune 500 companies, and I have seen the number of
H1-B workers multiply on a yearly basis. These are not high tech workers with
special skills but regular folks who are competing with American workers.
Folks bottom line it is all about the money. If an average American person in IT
is making 100-130K + benefits these Indian IT companies offer 2 people for that
price to the American company minus benefits. Who do you think the
American company is going to hire?
It is all about the BOTTOM LINE..... Lower wages to an H1 worker without
benefits means higher profits for the American firm.
All this noise about shortage of skilled worker is utter BS.
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A MIGRANT WORKFORCE
The other part of this H1B scene is that foreign workers are willing to relocate at the drop of a dime - to fill another slot. They HAVE to. If they refuse, they get
sent back. But I have roots - my mother is still alive I got and kids, and my wife's
parents, etc.. It's not nearly so easy for me to relocate. I own a home. I've lived
here since 1976. Gimme a break. I have had several offers (contract only) in
Virginia, New Jersey, and other states. But I'm not going to sell my house for a 6
month contract job. And the pay is not high enough to afford a house here
and an apartment there! I still have two kids in college for crying out loud. I live
in silicon valley, and I've been employed steadily for 40 years. Now, the best I
can find is contract work. It pays the bills, but I'm now "self employed". I don't
get paid vacations, holidays, or benefits. I make less than I did, and pay all my
taxes myself including my business license and associated taxes. I now spend
over $1100/ month for health insurance for my wife and myself (the kids are on
their own, but they are young and healthy). I was hoping to retire in a few
years, but I'll be working until I die.
______________________________________________
ames thomas
These tech companies can gin up all the phony excuses they want but the
bottom line is they are gaming the system for cheap third world employees.
First they outsourced US jobs , now they are lying about creating jobs here
because they are just bringing the really cheap hires home. These executives
are screwing their country and their fellow citizens. It is nothing but soft treason.
It is a travesty and every anti discrimination law is being ignored just like the
dimwit in the WH does. Is it surprising that all these tech executives are Obama
jock sniffers and love the immigration laws being eviscerated? Every time a
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tech executive says they can't find qualified US workers ,someone should tell
them they are full of #$%$.
______________________________________________
Anna
It's an utterly ridiculous thought - that such a big and advanced country as USA
can't manage its own human resources to supply its own industries no matter
what they are!
That's what you are supposed to have for all the educational system +
authorities management! To make adjustments and to direct the "flows" to
cover up for shortages!
It demands the long run strategic planning - but that's what all those
"responsible" were supposed to do!
I'm Israelite, so sorry for interfering with your own affairs, yet this sickness
penetrates all of the "western world".
This is disgrace and sell out of its own citizens.
______________________________________________
hop
I remember when Bill Clinton asked the republican run congress at the
time;"don't we have enough Americans that can do these jobs?". But the
republicans were getting alot of financial backing from elements of business
that were keen on bringing more foreign workers over and also sending
technology jobs overseas. Ask Darrel Issa about that one. Clinton didn't see the
need to increase the H1-B visas when there already was so much home grown
talent here. It is amazing how much harm the republicans have done to the
middle class and is still considered a viable political party.
______________________________________________
Jiangmen kid
It's all about money. Top management sends out the orders to reduce labor
rates. From there, the organization system kicks in, send money to pay off
congress, look for the cheapest labor, etc. Foreign workers don't care where or
when they work. Work the 4th of July? Sure! Work weekends? Sure! Move to
Nebraska? Sure! Send a quarter of your paycheck back to your home country?
Of course. Dump money into the local economy for baseball games, festivals
and bars? Of course not. Buy Toyotas and Hondas? Yep. I married a foreigner
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and work with them and perform contract work. Don't get me wrong, some of
these foreigners are fantastic workers and help our economy, but most of them
are mediocre workers taking jobs away from Americans. I see, live, breathe this
scenario every day. Corporations and the extremely wealthy collude with
Congress to cut down the middle class. Your voice means nothing to politicians
and the elite.

H1B LAND
H1B Land. This is a common place. My wife has and MBA in IT with a 3.7 GPA
and 25 yr experience. She went on an 8 hr job interview with an IT company in
Delaware. He was the only non Indian and one of only a few females in the
building of almost 1000. They told her she did not meet their perceptions.
______________________________________________
I interviewed with Xxxxx as a senior hardware engineer as a US citizen. Xxxxxx
gave me a 20 question written test which they graded right in front of me. I got
all 20 questions right. Then they gave me a verbal interview. The questions were
easy, all things I have done before but the interviewer got real nasty with me. I
could tell he was determined to fail me no matter what. The interview was
fake, just so they can report that they interviewed a certain number of US
citizens and they all failed.

It's about time people start noticing this. Ironically it's democratic lawmakers
that seem to be pushing for more and more H1B's.
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______________________________________________
Leigh AnneP
The American taxpayers have had ENOUGH!!!!!! We funnel TRILLIONS of our
HARD-EARNED taxpayer dollars into corporate military and government
contracts only to the jobs outsourced or at best filled by foreign workers with
visas. This needs to STOP!! ALL government and military contracts need to be
filled by AMERICAN citizens...with loyalty to the country they are working for.
Cut these visas and stop the war on American jobs!
Not only that, but the prices these corporations charge is CRAZY...especially
given the fact that they don't even pay decent wages. American government
needs to demand wholesale prices only for the supplies they order...not the
outlandish prices the corporations bid.
______________________________________________
Lucho
If you're an American, try getting a work visa in a foreign owned company
overseas. It is virtually impossible. Most countries protect their domestic
workforce especially in times of high unemployment. The USA is probably one
of the easier places to get a job as a foreigner. This H1B visa largely used as
cost saving devise or scheme that companies and even public school systems
and local governments use to save money. They can pay the workers below
market salaries, low or no benefits, and generally will never have to pay them
any pensions. It should be used as a temporary measure. If skilled Americans
are lacking in a particular area. Companies should create their own training
program or partner with local governments to establish training programs for
the allegedly scarce skill or labor.
______________________________________________
Commenter
I am an American IT professional with 30 years experience. I am at work right
now and I can tell you this.....I am literally surrounded by foreigners. I have
many conference calls during the day. Most times I cannot understand what
these people are saying. It is not just me either. When I started out years ago
companies provided training. My first two years in IT were not productive. My
company was investing in me. Now a days, if a skill is needed, we just pull
someone from across the pond. Glad I plan to retire within the next 5 years.
______________________________________________
Makeshift
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My uncle worked in IT and had a pretty well-paid job working for Dell for almost
20 years. A few years ago, Dell began laying off a lot of their workers and
replacing them with temp workers placed by recruitment agencies (that take
a cut of their wages) or with H-1B workers. My uncle was infuriated that he had
to work with people from India that could not even complete a basic project,
but stayed on because they were cheap to employ and their Indian
colleagues helped each other out. My uncle eventually went to Asia and is
doing so much better now. He has given up on America.
______________________________________________
Anonymous
Plenty of minimum wage jobs for the americans . anytime there is an article in
the news about people protesting for a higher minimum wage of 15 dollars an
hour all I see or hear is other americans saying these people don't deserve a
higher minimum wage or 15 dollars an hour , that's the way to do it you
americans . stab one another in the back when anyone is trying to get ahead ,
keep each other down . another reason I left america .
______________________________________________
Fritz S
Majoring in IT was the biggest mistake I've ever made. I've been out of school
now for almost 3 years and the closest I've come to finding employment that's
even somewhat related to my degree was a week long contract screwing
switches and routers into racks for 12 bucks an hour at Verizon. I finally said to
hell with trying to compete with people who have 5-10 years experience for a
help desk job that a clever teenager could more than handle. I'm working in
the oil field, making great money, and aside from occasionally getting a little
more dirty than what I'd prefer I have no regrets.
______________________________________________
Anonymous
This blatant violation of Visa rules goes in all major high-tech companies. In my
company (headquartered in Cambridge, MA) they bring on engineers from
the company's India office on temporary B1 visas. These engineers are in
involved in the interview panel to hire US engineers to fill open reqs. Needless to
say, the whole interview process is a sham, as perfectly good eligible US
candidates are rejected on frivolous grounds. All this is to aid the requirement
that the company first try to fill the reqs with local candidates. They keep the
position unfilled for months all the while going through the charade of
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"interviewing" US engineers. Then the positions are filled by offshore candidates
who are brought here on L1 visas
______________________________________________
Troy
every company and or device #$%$ociated with the words i am sharing with
you now including myself are at fault for these folks hiring folks from other
countries to do the jobs that folks in money hungry America does not have a
clue to the disaster that is taking place right know as thousands could and
must shut down all apps,all sights.discontinue the m#$%$ job loss that is within
your power.you and every person that has public connection is in
control,without (facebook) and google and other p.s companies hiring none
u.s citizens will take all that money and pay to you and me begging for our
business to even exist.you have the control to stop this dumb #$%$ shipment of
folks taking jobs away from you and your neighbors children,shut down
facebook,make your statement to every one.
______________________________________________
FRG
big defense contractors are using these H1-B foreign nationals under
subcontracts and have been doing it since before 9/11. Govt outsourcing of
systems work, and the subcontractors that lie beneath is so out of control. The
big contractors bill the government/taxpayers hundreds of $$ per hour for
these foreign workers that they pay a pittance, and pocket the rest. These
Indians and Pakistanis are sent to the DC area and pack 20 into apartments to
save money. The defense contractors are among the hundred + corporations
whose HR heads signed a letter to Congress last Sept demanding amnesty for
illegals and unlimited H1B visas. They claim to be patriotic pro-American
corporations but are anything but.
______________________________________________
Out West
From one perspective we ought to be like the EU. If any job is available it
should be offered to a member of the EU before any other people can take
the job. If we did that here in the USA we would not have any unemployment.
we need to get rid of the H1B visa system until all qualified Americans are at
work then allow H1B to fill vacant positions for a period of two years only with
extensions, until a qualified American applies for a job.
______________________________________________
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I have a dream
American workers do not stand a chance. These cheap H1Bs/L1s are flooding
the market willing to do the job at lower wages. They do not have college
tution fees/mortgages etc etc. and it is pathetic that our politicians (both
Republicans and Democrats) and so senseless about their own countrymen. It
is time that we put a stop to these H1B programs and all. There are plenty of
qualified IT workers already here. I am an American IT worker with 17 years of
experience and I know many of the dirty tactics going on in this field.
______________________________________________
Prudy
Trust me I just finished a 5 hour interview for a job requiring 7 years experience.
A guy with 6 months of experience got the job. Moral of the story, a cut in pay
and low balling wages gets you the job. Since I have dumbed down my
resume and gotten a job, with dumbed down wages, and now I'm very careful
with the information I hand out to my younger co-workers. The school of hard
knocks is open and in session, for my younger co-workers, and the H1b's don't
even think of asking me a question. Got them to do access control now they
can sneak back in and work all week end for free to get a project done and
look good.
______________________________________________
pat
H1B visa workers that I have run across are less skilled than their American
counterparts. Many of these non-American workers come from countries
where you are encouraged to break laws to get ahead. Misleading or out right
lying to employers is not unheard of. Many of these people come to this
country, bring a spouse and have children here. These kids are anchor babies.
Now they are trying to make it easier for the spouse to get a job here. They are
pushing American workers out of their jobs and totally messing up our
computer programs and systems. The DC government had 100's of H1B visa
workers working on their Obama Care web site. These people had access to
sensitive information. They have no allegiance to this country and could totally
mess up all of our security. We have a lot of young kids getting out of colleges
here in the States, who are having a hard time finding jobs because there are
too many H1B workers taking the jobs they would love to have. I have a
relative whose entire companies makeup has changed over the past 4 years.
There are no American's in management, they were all laid off and replaced
with H1B visa workers. I have a second relative who was laid off 2 years ago
from a large municipal water company and replaced by an H1B visa worker. It
worries me to have a non-citizen at the controls of a large utility service.
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______________________________________________
CARLOS
Middle class getting hit twice, by these BS visas and have jobs outsourced to
India on top of this. All about money, nothing else. What will it take before we
get our politicians to stop this BS? I have to call Bombay Bob to get my
password reset because my company doesn't want to pay someone $30k to
do the same. Trickle down economics? Right, that's our politicians #$%$ on
your leg and telling you it's raining. Plenty of skilled people in the US without
jobs, pay them. If this were any other country people would be in the streets
protesting and putting some fear into the clowns in congress.
______________________________________________
Against Treason
Mostly all H-1B's are full of Asian Indian Fraud! An ongoing federal probe into H1B visa fraud leads to many arrests and the indictment of IT services firm Vision
Systems Group The controversy over the H-1B visa program for cheap labor
workers is heating up once again. Federal agents detained many Indians in six
states as part of a wide investigation into suspected visa fraud, those arrested
are accused of fraudulently representing themselves or other workers in
immigration documents. Besides the arrests, Vision Systems Group, an IT services
firm based in South Plainfield, N.J., with a branch office in #$%$ Rapids, Iowa,
was indicted on 10 federal counts, including conspiracy and mail fraud
charges. The firm allegedly used fraudulent documents to bring H-1B visa
workers into the U.S. The government is seeking the forfeiture of $7.4 million from
Vision Systems that was gained through the alleged offenses. Five other
technology companies, including Worldwide Software Services and Sana
Systems in Clinton, Iowa, remain under investigation for document fraud,
prosecutors said. "We are only at the tip of iceberg as to where this
investigation leads.
______________________________________________
Brian
I'm getting sick of foreigners receiving special treatment. We Americans need
to demand special treatment too. I'll start with a free house, free medical care,
free food, free education, and free transportation. Then I'll take some of that
good old exemption from the law, like if I get into an accident and don't have
insurance, no one can do anything about it. And if I don't like a city, I want the
feds to bus me to a new location! I'm just demanding my rights. No justice, no
peace!
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______________________________________________
Anonymous
I'm losing my job again to outsourcing. We are skilled American workers and
our jobs are going to H1b visa holders and offshore. Its all about money not
who I skilled and who isn't. We need to protect our jobs.
______________________________________________
StevenB
Not only do American companies outsource labor overseas for cheap labor
but they are importing cheap labor. In the end Americans are forced out of
the workforce due to American companies only interested in the bottom line,
profits. American Unions force companies to outsource jobs since Unions
pressure them to raise wages even if the workers are unproductive. The only
way we can force companies to hire Americans is to tax the hell out of them if
they go overseas and reward them for hiring Americans in America.
______________________________________________
Against Treason
H-1B's scabs are Highly Skilled at Highly Fraud only. A federal lawsuit in Iowa
states that two men orchestrated a scheme to underpay workers who came
into the country on H-1B visas. Urbandale is a thriving residential suburb of
Iowa's capital city, Des Moines. Go to its Web site and you'll see a picture of a
charming gazebo and the claim that Urbandale is "a growing city that has
held onto its small-town charm." Part of that growth includes the U.S.
headquarters of Pacific West, an IT consulting firm that employs H-1B visa
workers from overseas. It is there, in a nondescript six-story office building at
2600 Aurora Ave., that over a dozens of cheap cheap slave workers, mostly
from India, were supposed to be working in. But according to a federal lawsuit
filed on Aug. 16 in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Iowa, some
of those who came to work for Pacific West didn't get to enjoy the town's
charms, or the computer programming or engineering jobs they expected to
fill. A federal grand jury charges that in fact many of the workers wound up on
the East and West coasts, working for companies that had nothing to do with
technology.
______________________________________________
T-One
Welcome to my family's world my fellow Americans. My mom was terminated
from her employment in 2005 and replaced by an Indian whipper-snapper
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who graduated from the same university as my mom except for the salary and
age of both workers. My mom was by far a top-notch employee, fluent both in
English and Hindi but is an American. I became a victim of this scourge in 2009
and then again in 2013. This scheme has been going on for over 10 years but
only barely coming to light.

A PHD
Today I interviewed a highly qualified older American with a Phd in Computer
Science. My employees, who interview as a team, would rather hire a young H1B than this naturalized Xxxxxx gentleman that could run circles around most of
the young foreign workers they would prefer.
______________________________________________
Shad
I was one of 18000 recently laid off from Nokia/Microsoft. High tech companies
don't need more H1-B people, the program should be reduced and
eliminated. Hire USA citizens instead
______________________________________________
Robert
Lost my job in 2008 because of outsourcing.
______________________________________________
Charles
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Isn't our government supposed to be an advocate for the citizens of the
country? Why are we promoting policies that are destroying the lives of our
own countrymen?
______________________________________________
Against Treason
Wake up America! WE ARE SCREWED! The U.S Senate has so many TRAITORS!!!
"Tea party Senator Ted Cruz added an Amendment to Immigration Legislation
to Increase H-1B Visas by 500%! (Video)" plus Sen. Marco Rubio and all the
Senators of both parties, and all the Bush's and Obama also all agree with the
Traitors! It's a DONE DEAL! Millions and Millions in India, Britshitland, Eastern
Europe, China have been are celebrating and packing for weeks and are
ready to leave their Sh itland and invade the U.S and take over all American
jobs! Mark my word as soon as this Treason Bill passes we are toast!
______________________________________________
John
An immigration bill passed in the U.S. Senate last year would have increased
the number of annually available H-1B visas to 180,000 while raising fees and
increasing oversight, although language was removed that would have
required all companies to consider qualified U.S. workers before foreign workers
are hired.
Not one Democrat voted against this bill last year. 14 Republicans voted for it.
" .......The bill also includes a new visa program for lesser-skilled workers – the
product of negotiations between the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and labor
unions. And it shifts the country’s immigration policies away from a familybased system to one that is focused on more on work skills."
Do a little research and make your own decisions at the polls this
November.....Just sayin'.
(SAVE NOTE: Too late now, however, Obama’s ruling was not as bad as
expected whatever that means. The situation still sucks for American IT workers.
______________________________________________
Independent
There is no shortage of talented American workers!
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There is only ONE BIG CORPORATE LIE to get cheap labor (SERFDOM) in the USA
under any false pretenses,
"Lack of skilled workers", or Obama's "Save the Children", etc...
"Recent college graduates are having an inordinately tough time finding work
almost five years after the end of the Great Recession.
Young people aged 18 to 34 have struggled with double-digit unemployment
and account for half of the 10.9 million unemployed Americans, according to
government figures."
Also, please don't talk to me about a "free-market" economy.
Milton Friedman said that you can have open borders or you can have the
welfare state, but you cannot have both.
______________________________________________
Jane H-Water
Just this week, I saw a salary survey that said that in my area of the country, in
my area of technological expertise, salaries are down 7%. If there really were a
shortage of technology workers, then salaries would be going up not down.
They are going down because of the flood of low-skilled foreign workers who
are being brought into this country to make sure our wages don't go up.
______________________________________________
Howdy
Indians keep frauding resume and abusing H1b. 70% H1B, which is designed for
real talented foreign workers, goes to low quality Indian college students, who
knows nothing but bragging. The sourcing companies like infosys is the cancer
to our high tech industry.
______________________________________________
Me
Folks, the statistics show less than 40% of hi tech students who graduate every
year get hired immediately in the hi tech field, the rest have to scramble until
something else come up, what American company claiming shortage of hi
tech people is absolutely lie, it's all about greed and paying bottom dollars, this
is about maximizing their profit and pleasing their shareholders.
______________________________________________
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BABOO
I use to have a great job, now it is in Thailand. I use to have a nice house, now
the bank has it, I use to have a car, now I take the bus. I use to believe in
America, I no longer do. I have watched this once great nation brought to its
knees by a government that argues over the color of the sky and a President to
wrapped up in himself to care. The saddest part of all is that the American
people have sat back and watched this unfold for so long that they now just
accept it. We can not ever be a great nation again as long as we have
wealthy people, who will never understand what it is like to do without, in
charge. There is no shortage of high skilled workers in this country, what there is
a shortage of is people in the government who care. Our so called elected
officials will never go up against the big corporations that have put them in
office, and this my fellow Americans is what this nation has become. The
greedy rich are in charge of the world, the rest of us poor folk just live off their
crumbs.
______________________________________________
70s_gen
It is about time the above got some national media attention. Has been
ongoing for years in Silicon Valley but the rest of you kept your head in the
sand.

Despite all the whining by corps that there is a shortage of technical talent so
increase H1-B quotas, the reality has been that many of the H1-B workers hired
are lower and middle technical skilled that are hired because they initially
accept lower salaries, work long hours, are easily pushed around by
management because they cannot complain, and cannot move to other
companies. Ironically after they have a few years experience they are
receiving the same
higher salaries as anyone else.
It is true there is a shortage of high end technical skills but those people are
usually not un-experienced people coming right out of schools who are the
bulk of H1B's but rather the very experienced guru at PHD levels top talent that
companies are continually fishing for and can only fill by stealing from other
similar businesses. In fact many hi-tech companies whine, "look at all are job
openings that are never filled". Many are just such fishing rec's that are open for
months and years without ever being filled. Advertisements to top talent that
yes if you have high level experience in this list of technical areas, we will would
love to interview you. Of course corporate media campaigns phrase the H1-B
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issue differently and give politicians marching orders to do the same to the
public because their manipulative bean counters know it couldn't sell to the
American public if they had to be honest that it is only a way to shave product
costs down for short term advantages.
So what about the middle and lower level technical American hi tech workers?
Well corporate bean counters tell their human resource departments to get
around filling positions by Americans so it looks like they cannot fill open
positions by listing requirements that are unlikely to ALL be filled. Thus a very
experience American engineer may have experience in 7 out of 8 listed items
but not one even if it is trivial. The engineer will never even get a chance to
interview because some HR robot will discard it into the trash. Instead they will
eventually hire some un-experienced person that hardly speaks
English and met only 3 of the listed requirements and force the hiring
department to train them. Worse HR departments insulate themselves from
engineering departments like a black box so hiring department managers that
are crying for qualified applicants never even know the above engineer sent in
an application. Every so often through the grapevine these engineers directly
contact hiring departments and then HR departments get mud on their face
making excuses why they discarded their applications. It is a game dictated by
the bean counters. Don't by into the H1-B lies
______________________________________________

Lee
If your Senator or Congressman vote to increase the H1-B program or to allow
more of these foreign workers into the United Sates to take more of our jobs
then please vote them out. This has been going on for so long. In the early
2000’s at XXX we had employees that had to train their Indian replacements
and then those that did the training where let go. The Indian replacements
never could reach the same level of productivity. The error rate tripled and
quality of the software they developed was non-existent. It is a huge spin that
Infosys and other Indian companies have been doing for year that there is a
“High Skilled” worker shortage in the US. #$%$! The only shortage we have is
low paid Indian workers from a #$%$ hole country taking all of our jobs in their
mind. Vote out any politician that supports this
______________________________________________
Kim
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The only skills shortage in the US is leadership, since in my opinion the mythical IT
skills shortage is a fabricated lie, driven by business and for-fee colleges and
universities. The problem is economic system out of sync with education and
job availability. The US does not have to import more College Grads, it needs
realistic skill sets for jobs that are available, since 90% of US jobs do NOT require
a degree and employees need to step up with more US apprenticeships. The
economy in India is in serious trouble, over the past years wages have risen
faster then anywhere else as has inflation, not to mention corruption. American
is the steps of economic impact, since more low wage jobs are being sent here
from abroad, like Chinese manufacturing investments in the deep south, while
higher paid, higher skilled jobs are being moved off-shore. Wake up America, if
you do not we will all see GDP
decline as result.
______________________________________________
Larry
Big corps already own the government and HB1 visa's are just another way of
increasing company profits. Wherever Americans have been sufficiently
DumbDowned then you might have another shot for a job paying even less
than the HB1 candidates.
______________________________________________
Esper Drool
Hey, it's just vulture capitalism. You know, what America was built on. The greed
of plutocrats knows no bounds.
______________________________________________
PatC
Yea, that #@$%@$% Zuckerberg and the great US corps that lobby for more
visas make me sick. Let more foreigners get our jobs. Lets give senate and
congressional jobs to visa holders and see how fast things change.
______________________________________________
Dan
Those in the know, are aware that this is all a fabricated scam. There is no
shortage of skilled Americans (and if there were, we should be retraining them,
not illegals and visa holders), there is only a shortage of skilled Americans willing
to work for a non-living wage. As always, follow the money.
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______________________________________________
Jackie
All of this human tragedy at the borders is nothing short of a ploy to ramthrough legislation that contains a provision that allows all the Obama big
donation tech backers (Oracle, Facebook, Microsoft, GE, etc.) to remove the
H1B cap. After that happens, kiss the high-paying tech jobs goodbye. If your
making more than $60k in year in tech, within 10 months of lifting the cap, you'll
be training someone from India or Pakistan to take your job while lining the
pockets of shareholders, tech giants and politicians who will "conveniently"
own shares in these companies.
______________________________________________
DemoLican
It is a shame that top executives of companies like Facebook, Google and
Microsoft are lobbying for more H1-B visas on the excuse that there are no
skilled workers in good old USA. This is simply a lie and fraud. When did these
companies advertised for such positions in USA? What are our colleges
teaching in their Undergrad or Grad IT degrees to our youth? Are those not IT
skills? Are they learning how to fill grocery bags in IT programmers in USA? What
are the of college kids from India bringing which our(USA) out of college kids
do not bring? It is all about hiring cheap labor! Our leaders in Congress should
be ashamed of their acts. Simply "God Bless America" slogan do not fly, there
need to be actions along with that slogan!
______________________________________________
Pam
Truly the love of money is the root of all evil, also throw power onto that pile.
There are plenty of qualified people already here to fill all the jobs that are out
there The gap between mega rich and everyday people is so vast it cannot be
bridged. They could care less about their fellow human beings.
Since there is no longer anyone left with integrity and morality to elect to save
this country from the wolves that are tearing her apart, where else is there to
go but down?
______________________________________________
Walla Walla
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Infosys is a predator. They are in the business of replacing American jobs by
getting people from India. And the claim that they cannot get talent in the US total nonsense - it is all about money. I know I was an employee of Infosys.
When Infosys mad its way into Harley Davidson they made all kinds of promises
of opening a Manufacturing Center of Excellence for Software using the
employees from Harley Davidson and supporting business all over the US.
LOL - none of that happened. The only goal was save money and screw the
employees.
______________________________________________
edward
Its all about the money. I once had to train my cheaper foreign replacement.
Now I am working as a contract engineer making a lot less. The regular noncontracting positions are being given to younger engineers with more
advanced degrees but much less experience at lower salaries. Why don't we
know the number of H1-B visa holders? And don't forget the H1 visas. The
reason we don't know is that the number is growing considerably each year
(except for 2008-2009). Corporations are saving billions while putting out millions
of faithful workers. This is an epidemic. I don't see either party - Democrat or
Republican, doing anything about it, except to make the problem worse by
raising the limit.
______________________________________________
HappyNewYear

I think this is disgusting - companies should put US citizens first in hiring people
and if they need retraining then train them to do the job. Giving out American
jobs to foreigners is repugnant in my opinion especially as it is just really about
cheap labour. Protect American jobs and give them to Americans first. But the
American people have to get active - there is no point in just clicking a thumbs
down on a forum such as this. Write to people in positions to make changes demonstrate- - it is you country you can take back control - get political = get
active
______________________________________________
Realist 2011
The issuance of foreign worker visas or H1-B visas is part of the plan outlined in
United Nations Agenda 21. This manifesto that is currently being imposed on all
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of us, albeit stealthily, states that the United States has too high a standard of
living, that is "unsustainable". The middle class is slowly being destroyed by this
Agenda and it is all planned and coordinated. H1-B workers, toil for peanuts
and are simply "coolies with college degrees". They make far less than a similar
trained American worker. Supplanting American workers, depresses wages
and thus the American standard of living. The 1% will sit back and watch, they
LOVE this as it enriches them and gives them more power. Of course, they are
not subject to Agenda 21 and if fact they are the ones who promulgated it.
______________________________________________
DarkVador
Sorry to say, I am of indian origin, but I must confess that INDIA is one #$%$ of a
country. The US is only 300 years old and India is 4000 years old but if the
americans keep on like this, I mean bowing to the super rich and the elites
exploiting them, they will end up like India where the rich nababs kill, yes kill,
murder the poor, demolish their houses, steal their land, discriminate them
based on caste and keep them in ignorance. India is a british invention and is a
total failure, with a size 4 times lesser than the US, it has 4 times the population
and this is growing growing. The Hindu caste discrimination system is to blame
for such misery on the indians and till they don't wake up and fight the
corruption and thousand of years of discrimination and religious bigotry, they
will stay in the dark for ever.
______________________________________________
LetReasonRule

So glad to see some attention focused on what the H1B visa program really is.
It's a complete sham that corporations claim they cannot find competent
American's to fill those jobs. Our schools have never been turning out more
computer scientists and engineers. Corporate America had already
outsourced all the manufacturing jobs, and now companies like MS,
Facebook, and Google are using the H1B visa program to insource white collar
tech workers because they can pay them far less for the 5-10 years until their
green cards are processed and thereby achieve their true objective of
suppressing wages for US STEM graduates. TELL YOUR CONGRESSMEN HE LOSES
YOUR VOTE IS THE H1B VISA PROGRAM IS NOT ENDED IMMEDIATELY.
______________________________________________
JOYCE
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This is the same old BS....The greedy slimeballs who own the Congress have
some jobs that simply cannot be exported, therefore, the only logical profit
enhancing solution is to bring the workers into America. How downright criminal
that the job exporters receive tax writeoffs for the expenses incurred during the
outsourcing process, and it wouldn't surprise me one bit to discover that
transportation and relocation expenses for these "HB-1/2 etc etc (have to have
many different classifications for obfuscation purposes) were paid for by the
Department of Labor, and/or other U.S. Government departments. When these
corporate puppetmasters meet with their lobbyists to determine just which
honorable congressman needs to be bought, you can rest assured that they
are all wearing their American Flag lapel pins.
______________________________________________
Mike
It's not just H-1b visas. You're missing the boat; the L-1 visa is much worse.
I am one of 20+ Americans ordered by corporate mgmt to TRAIN our
replacements. Our replacements were TATA India employees, holders of H-1b
and L-1 guestworker visas. Once trained the Americans were given a
severance and a pink slip; while foreigners on visas lived and worked in Lake
Mary, FL.
With the L-1 visa there absolutely NO salary requirements and no limit on the
quantities allowed. It's a free ride for multi-national corporations to skate
around the so-called(limited) H-1b visas requirements.
Contacting our US Rep and 2 senators was a worthless cause. The senator
would not . But, our US rep did. He said he'd help us, but 30 days after we
contacted his office, Rep John L. Mica(R-FL) was cashing campaign checks
from the corporation replacing their Americans. Who do you think he really
cares for?
There is no winning this battle; not until we Replace Wash DC. Re-Elect Nobody!
______________________________________________
Against Treason
If as AMERICANS we don't Stick Together to STOP this Madness by Both crooked
parties to allow Millions more cheap cheap H-1B scabs and illegal Aliens
immigrants to invade then:
Please write this down and Mark my Words! Within 5 years from today! Very few
Americans will have a Job, those who have a job will be working over 60 Hours
a week, 7 days a week just like in China Mexico and India. Most of the job will
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be filled by cheap cheap H-1B/L1 Illegal Alien Scabs. There will be no more
days off for ANY reason especially on the weekend. Thanksgiving and
Christmas Will be full work days! Every job will be required to be Multilingual and
school will be required to teach Hindi, Chinese and Spanish! For all who
thought that the Klan was the most Racist! Wait till you have work in any way
with any Asian Indian, Chinese or Latino!
The Britshits already are and will be completely controlling and running
American Media and TV.
The end of United states of America as we know it was started by Reagan and
gang, continued by Clintons and very heavily by BUSH 2 and Obama has
followed suit! So its a done deal!
______________________________________________
The following are Posts in response to Southern California Edison IT Life in Hell:
http://www.computerworld.com/article/2883897/so-cal-edisons-path-to-thecenter-of-the-h-1b-debate.html
______________________________________________
Dear ALL Americans: "What to Do if You Can't Find a Job"
Go to India and change your name to Perdeep Idrinkcowurine Gupta and
apply to any American hating company and they will sponsor you on an H1B/L1 and pay for all your Airfare and Hotel and all other expenses and you will
have a American Job with all the Benefits.

You do not need to be qualified for anything as soon as you arrive in the U.S,
you will be trained mostly by the American you WILL BE Replacing. You can
also bring your whole family and all their Benefits will also be covered FREE
schooling for all your children and a monthly Social Security check for both of
your parents and even Grand-parents.
Most important, change all your names to indian names and make sure to Buy
as many Fake Degrees in many subjects, you can buy them in any street
corner in any city in India. You are all set. All you have to do is pay for your
Airfare to india and hotel for a few days.
______________________________________________
SoCal Ed is the center of the debate? Better late than never. This type of
outsourcing has been going on in earnest at least since '00. I missed two of
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these at m place, then finally in '08 they came for me and another couple
hundred mates -- that is, H-1b replacing American workers. I found that this was
typical behavior when I was looking for a job.
My friend's son saw it in his work where he said 95 pct were Indian a couple
years ago, It is a similar model as So Cal Ed - displace Americans with Indians.
So let's finally do something about this. BUT FOR SURE DO NOT RAISE THE H-1B
caps.
The reason the IT companies seek the caps is indeed to cover a shortage; it is a
shortage of H-1B workers! Companies have now got used to clicking a few
clicks and getting a 20,000 c++ pgmr who will work 10 hrs a day w/o complaint
and w/o quitting lest he or she goes back to the hovels. So now when the
companies want to grow more than lights only maintenance, they need
MORE of this kind of captive labor force.
But where do American IT workers fit in all of this? They don't . They are
incidental. Just a bund of noise to the real signal which is corporate abuse of
the H-1b via policy and our govt, now completely in bed with the nouveau
riche IT companies , that make huge donations of money and tech assistance
to campaigns, just let this abuse go on , and wait to massively increase the
caps.
______________________________________________
Any increase in H-1b visas will simply be taken up by the Offshore Outsourcing
companies.
The Offshore Outsourcing companies do not hire Americans, for the jobs that
they have on U.S. soil. In U.S. Court documents, at InfoSys, a secret policy to
discriminate against qualified U.S. candidates is exposed. Why on Earth should
we be allow companies that deliberately discriminate against U.S. citizens
have any access what-so-ever to the H-1b Federal Government program?
Whenever an Offshore Outsourcing official says they can't find qualified
Americans, they are telling a BALD-FACE-LIE.
InfoSys is a prime vendor in the situation at Southern California Edison. A clear
case where H-1b is used to replace 500 better qualified U.S. workers with
people coming in on an H-1b visa.
Before SCE, the same thing occurred at hundreds of other companies
including Pfizer, Harley Davidson, Molina Healthcare to name but a few.
HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS of U.S. workers have been discriminated against,
and been replaced by workers coming in on a H-1b visa, and Congress person
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Hatch has the nerve to introduce a bill that would first triple, then quintuple the
number of H-1b visas?
As in the past, as during the Great Recession, AS NOW, and in the future any
increase in the number of H-1b visas will simply be taken up by the Offshore
Outsourcing companies.
The only reason why we run out of H-1b visas each year is because Offshore
Outsourcing companies stuff in an excess number of H-1b requests, shutting out
all the legitimate businesses that are trying to obtain visas. With Hatch's bill we
will sign ourselves up that exact same insanity multiplied by a factor of 5.
Doing the same exact things that caused the problems with H-1b is insane. We
don't need more H-1b visas, we need companies to attest, under threat of
perjury, that they try hire Americans. The Offshore Outsourcing companies
can't do that and they know it.
______________________________________________
In addition to being front and center of the H1b visa debate PSE outsourcing
should be front and center for cyber security. PSE's decision to outsource IT
operations place critical infrastructure, safety, and national defense at risk.
"Bad outsourcing decisions cause 63% of data breaches. According to the
2013 Trustwave Global Security Report on 450 global data breach
investigations revealed that a third party responsible for IT system support,
development or maintenance had introduced security deficiencies easily
exploited by hackers." Source:
htttp://www.computerweekly.com/news/2240178104/Bad-outsourcingdecisions-cause-63-of-data-breaches

"A scary 70 percent of critical infrastructure organization suffered security
breaches in the last year, including water, oil and gas, and electric utilities. An
almost equally high number of 64 percent anticipate one or more serious
attacks in the coming year. Source
hhttp://www.computerweekly.com/news/2240178104/Bad-outsourcingdecisions-cause-63-of-data-breaches
What is PSE doing to identify, analyze, mitigate and certify potential
vulnerabilities to our nation's critical infrastructure introduced by outsourcing IT
operations to two offshore vendors? Has PSE conducted thorough
background checks on their outsourced staff, and have they certified that
these vendors, their employees, and their subcontracts all have proper security
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clearances deal with information that places our nation's critical infrastructure
at risk?
______________________________________________
Microsoft is one of the top companies that has been lobbying for more Visa
Workers (NON Citizens)...stating a shortage of skilled workers..meanwhile they
just laid off 18,000 workers while AT THE SAME TIME continuing to lobby for MORE
H-1B visa workers...can anyone say they actually believe these lies anymore
with a straight face?? Wake up...it's all lies so they can have cheap immobile
labor...as these visa(NON citizen) workers have to be sponsored by a company
to be here they are NOT free to change jobs AT WILL.. Numerous reputable
studies have debunked the LIES being told that we have a shortage of skilled
American Workers....their conclusion after much research was that the ONLY
SHORTAGE we have are a SHORTAGE OF JOBS. Cont..
There have been studies done by the Economic Policy Institute, the RAND
Corporation, the Urban Institute,the National Research Council, Alfred P. Sloan
Foundation, Harvard University,and Duke University etc. and all of them found
NO EVIDENCE that qualified American STEM workers(aka highly educated and
skilled Americans) are in short supply. They have however concluded there are
a SHORTAGE OF JOBS in these fields when compared to the amount of
American STEM workers we have. STEM workers for those that don't know are
the highly educated and skilled Americans...such as scientists, engineers etc.
The Harvard study by George J. Borjas concluded that the large immigration
influx of NON citizen visa students and NON citizen Visa workers being imported
or coming here to the U.S. has reduced the wage growth of science and
engineering PhDs by about 40 percent during the period of 1993-2001. Yes you
read that right... 40 PERCENT and that was as of 2001 and we are now in
2015...just think how much more wages have been depressed.

More recent studies (there are more) and many reputable sources still
conclude TODAY we have NO SHORTAGES of highly skilled and highly
educated workers....yet the visa NON citizen workers are still brought in by the
millions each year by various visas, along with green card holders etc.. Our
corrupt government BOTH sides want to allow EVEN MORE visa students and
visa workers into our country TODAY to further depress the wages of U.S. citizens
and put more out of work....why you ask... because they are bought and paid
for by the corporations who they cater to...these corporations love upping the
supply of workers because it benefits them monetarily, not to mention visa
workers being non citizens come with the indentured servitude aspect as well
(remember the sponsor part)....so they cannot ONLY exploit them with low pay,
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but they can keep the pay low for many years too....they can be here 3-6
years or even longer on a visa.
______________________________________________
There were 262,569 H-1B petitions approved in FY2012. Of these sixty-one
percent were for workers in computer-related occupations. And of approved
H-1B petitions in FY2012, 64 percent reported that the beneficiary was born in
India.
And, with rampant age discrimination and full employment a distant dream,
temporary foreign workers on H-1b visas thus displaced 160,167 Americans.
With the vast majority of their replacements coming from India.
BTW, did you know that foreign-owned offshore outsourcers profit in excess of
$2B per year off your suffering? How does that make YOU feel? Are you ready
to scream, shout, and do something about it?
Damn straight, you need to be writing and calling your Senators and
Representatives. And speaking truth to every lie pushed by tech CEOs and
their lobbyist. And to publicly name these treasonous individuals and their
companies. Time to involve all of your friends, family, and communities. And
time to take the gloves off.
If not, well just sit back, your turn is coming soon. Approvals for FY2015 are
starting in April.
______________________________________________
SoCal Ed is the center of the debate? Better late than never. This type of
outsourcing has been going on in earnest at least since '00. I missed two of
these at m place, then finally in '08 they came for me and another couple
hundred mates -- that is, H-1b replacing American workers. I found that this was
typical behavior when I was looking for a job.
My friend's son saw it in his work where he said 95 pct were Indian a couple
years ago, It is a similar model as So Cal Ed - displace Americans with Indians.
So let's finally do something about this. BUT FOR SURE DO NOT RAISE THE H-1B
caps.
The reason the IT companies seek the caps is indeed to cover a shortage; it is a
shortage of H-1B workers! Companies have now got used to clicking a few
clicks and getting a 20,000 c++ pgmr who will work 10 hrs a day w/o complaint
and w/o quitting lest he or she goes back to the hovels. So now when the
companies want to grow more than lights only maintenance, they need
MORE of this kind of captive labor force.
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But where do American IT workers fit in all of this? They don't . They are
incidental. Just a bund of noise to the real signal which is corporate abuse of
the H-1b via policy and our govt, now completely in bed with the nouveau
riche IT companies , that make huge donations of money and tech assistance
to campaigns, just let this abuse go on , and wait to massively increase the
caps.
______________________________________________
Ted Cruz who himself is an Illegal Alien and a Cuban Canadian! LOVES Cheap
labor. With over 35 Million Americans Unemployed and Millions more
Underemployed the "Tea party Senator Ted Cruz added an Amendment to
Immigration Legislation to INCREASE H-1B Visas by 500%! YES you heard it RIGHT!
500%! What a Traitor! WAIT! So Ted Cruz and Obama both want to flood all of
the U.S with millions and millions more cheap cheap labor? I Triple dare you to
watch this rat commit outright Treason:
Please youtube: "Sen. Cruz Amendment to Immigration Legislation to Increase
H-1B Visas"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GHlGlNwsQb0
______________________________________________
Folks, we need to start telling our stories in one location so that this issue can no
longer be swept under the carpet.
http://keepamericaatwork.com/over50.html
All of us know people who can no longer buy an interview at any level in IT
anymore.
What is sad is when I map all LCA applications for H-1B visas, I see a trend that
all occupational groups are being targeted that pay more than 35,000 a year
in salaries.
Doesn't matter if you are a teacher, a pharmacist, whatever because this is just
the tip of the iceberg and the only way people are going to wake up is if all
Americans in all occupational groups who have seen their jobs taken by H-1B
visa holders tell their story.
______________________________________________
True. I am one of those highly skilled software developers who they so
desperately need. Only thing is they are not willing to pay what I am worth. I
suppose if I offered to work for nothing, they would have no problem. I don't
even look for IT work in the US any more. Gave up on it in 2007. Since then I
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have been approached but the salary is a mere pittance. But don't be fooled,
it's not just Obama scum, but all the scum in DC are guilty. Welcome to the
United States of India.
______________________________________________
We want your H1B stories and conversations - your posts will become apart of a
permanent record to showcase the life events of H1B Visa job displacement;
unlike various news organizations in which passionate comments and these life
changing events are recorded one day, for one week, and then forgotten.
______________________________________________
”The H-1B has been nothing but a way to game the wages of US IT workers by
flooding our shores with what is essentially indentured servants. They get paid
less, are stuck with their sponsoring company (who can deport them), get
less/no benefits, and can be worked long hours without overtime pay. Little
wonder employers want them; the bigger question is why Americans stand for
it.”
______________________________________________
There's an easy solution to this: change the terms of the H1-B visa so that:
- Full FAMILY health/insurance/paid leave/401k/etc benefits are required to be
paid from day 1 with no employee contribution.
- Foreign workers can change jobs on the same H-visa any time they like, and
stay in the country for 1 year on their H-visa after losing/quitting their job.
Companies will be faced with actually having to compete to keep these
workers around, rather than being able to buy indentured servants who can't
quit, complain, or change jobs. If there really is a tech worker shortage, they'll
just suck it up and offer competitive wages. If the shortage is fake, they'll hire
Americans.
The problem is that the tech leaders who want H-visa workers, want them for
their talent. Meanwhile, the non-front-runners snap them all up because they're
cheap labor. Make them expensive and it solves both problems: Facebook
and Google will pay top dollar for top talent, while Americans will be
competitive for the run-of-the-mill positions.
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WHO DID YOU TRAIN TODAY?
I am one of 30+ Americans ordered by corporate management to TRAIN our
replacements. Our replacements were TATA India employees, holders of H-1b
and L-1 guest worker visas. Once trained the Americans were given a
severance and a pink slip; while foreigners on visas lived and worked in Xxxx
Yyyy, XX. Contacting our US Rep and 2 senators was a worthless cause. The
senator would not reply. But, our US rep did. He said he'd help us, but 30 days
after we contacted his office, Rep Xxxx W. Yyyy (R-XX) was cashing campaign
checks from the corporation replacing their Americans. Who do you think he
really cares for?
______________________________________________
The H-1B has been nothing but a way to game the wages of US IT workers by
flooding our shores with what is essentially indentured servants. They get paid
less, are stuck with their sponsoring company, and they can deport them, they
get less/no benefits, and they can be forced/encouraged to work long hours
without overtime pay. Little wonder employers want them; the bigger question
is why Americans stand for it.
______________________________________________
I am a 49 year old Electrical Engineer with a masters in Microprocessor design I
am fluent in C, C++, Java and can program in Android, PC, and Unix
environment. I am constantly learning new skills and languages to keep up and
I enjoy doing so. It is still hard to find jobs. Do not give away the few jobs still
available to what amounts to an indentured servant. Drive UP wages for a
change and make the world a better place for everyone. Corporations make
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enough profit. Time for them to share record profits with the people that make
it all happen - The employees.
______________________________________________
The H-1B has been nothing but a way to game the wages of US IT workers by
flooding our shores with what is essentially indentured servants. They get paid
less, are stuck with their sponsoring company, and they can deport them, they
get less/no benefits, and they can be forced/encouraged to work long hours
without overtime pay. Little wonder employers want them; the bigger question
is why Americans stand for it.
______________________________________________
The way to solve H-1B problems is to eliminate H-1B visas. Employers can get
away with paying H-1B employees lower salaries because the employees are
tied to their employers. Effectively, it is indentured servitude. Instead, give them
ordinary green cards but speed up the process. Once an immigrant has a
green card, he can quit an employer who is too cheap to pay a competitive
salary and go to work for a more generous one. That will keep salaries up and
remove the incentive for employers to hire immigrants instead of citizens.
______________________________________________
They want 3rd world slave labor that will be willing to work the 7-day workweek
and go along with the repeal of child labor laws:
"R-Gov. Scott Walker's legislative confederate, who wants to eliminate the
Martin Luther King, Jr., Day holiday and voted to water down child labor laws,
now has ending the weekend in his legislative crosshairs," said One Wisconsin
Now Executive Director S. Ross. "To do the bidding of their corporate donors, is
restoration of indentured servitude coming next from the Walker Republicans?"
______________________________________________
The Chamber of Commerce is enthusiastically pushing for a doubling of the H1b visa program, along with an amendment to allow the spouses of these
foreign workers to compete in our labor market as well. This is nothing less than
a moral betrayal of the American worker, who through his and her labor made
these companies profitable in the first place.
In some cases, our specialized technicians are required as too many of our
students do not go on to earn masters or doctorate degrees. But this reality is
abused by companies seeking to simply lower costs by replacing qualified
labor with labor that becomes a sort of new age indentured servant - being
that their entire life is tied to a single company who is their benefactor.
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Be wary, voter, for every immigration measure that our representative’s support
will include such an expansion of labor to compete with our sons' and
daughters' student debt laden livelihoods.
______________________________________________
American IT Workers - break the chains of corporate greed - fight the Valley of
Corruption that locks its foreign workforce into an ecosystem of indentured
servitude, then displacing into a hellish life of unemployment and grief to its
own kind - the citizens who live and breath in this county, the IT professionals
who built the central nervous systems for these companies; only to be
disgracefully slapped down by greedy Silicon Valley Zillionaires - they need
more gold on their toilette stools and gold handles in their mansions bathrooms.
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